
EUCLID DECORATIVE COATINGS
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Special Colors

The color chips shown are simulated. Each has been color matched as
closely as possible to production standards. Variations in final shades
may occur due to surface absorption, light refraction, texture, and coating
thickness. The Euclid Chemical Company always recommends a mock
up of the product to ensure the aesthetic intent is achieved. Two coats are
recommended on all colored oroducts to achieve full color depth.
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The Eucl id Chemical Company manufactures
Decorative coatings in a wide range of beautiful
colors. Colors are classified as Standard, Special and
Custom. Consult the appropriate Euclid literature or
call Customer Service at 800-321 -7628 for additional
information.

Standard Colors:
These are our most popular colors and are in stock
at all times. Standard colors are available without
minimum order requirements.

Special Colors:
Special colors are colors that require additional
production resources and therefore cost more than
the standard colors. These are also available without
minimum order requirements.

Custom Colors:
These are matched to a color sample provided by
the customer. A minimum order of 100 gallons of
product is required. Up charges will be established
on an order by order basis and manufacturing
overages up to 5% will be billed.

Tint Bases:
Tint bases along with pigment formulations are
available to our tinting customers so colors listed on
this color chart can be reproduced. In addition we
have a Fan Deck containing hundreds of color chips.
We provide formulas to our tinting customers so they
can pigment our Tammscoat and Tammolastic tint
bases to match the Fan Deck color chips.


